Spin label study of erythrocyte deformability I. Electron spin resonance spectral change under shear flow.
A spin labeling method in electron spin resonance spectroscopy (ESR) is applied for the first time to study the deformability of human red blood cells (RBC). ESR measurements of a RBC suspension incubated with a fatty acid spin label were performed, using a narrow-gap flat ESR sample cell under various flow shear stresses (tau). Remarkable changes were observed in ESR spectra with tau, indicating that RBC are oriented in such a way that the greater part of the membrane surface is aligned parallel to the ESR cell walls. The diamide-treated, hardened RBC, in which the biconcave discoid shape remains intact under no shear stress, exhibit a smaller ESR spectral change with tau than the intact, demonstrating that the present method can be used to assess the deformation of RBC occurring with flow orientation. In particular, the relative amplitude of an ESR difference spectrum may be used as a measure of the elongation of RBC. The conclusion is further supported by experiments using glutaraldehyde-treated or heat-denatured RBC. All these ESR results are in good agreement with the corresponding results obtained by several different methods. The present spin labeling technique is thus proven to be applicable for evaluating RBC deformability.